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I. O TIVES

n a.period when communication delivery systems

de4gned to biing infoebition of all kinds directly into

the home are so rapidly, peOliferating, the. opportunity

exists to Oevelop a variety of materials that can strengthen,.

nourish and enrich family life. The purpose of this .study

has been to lay the foundation for the future development

of such mate4als, to be dire6ted toward parents-of pre-

school age children. To this end our objectives have inT-

cluded:

1- An _examination of the state of the art: i.e.

existing use of the media to communicate information

to parents, what is teing communicated, how it is

be4mg communicated.

2: An evaluation of the pote'ntials and limitations

of existing approaches, format: as well as content.

e 3. The formulation of a philosophy or point of

view to guide the creation of new materials.

-4: The formulatiOn of specifio recommendation's,

regarding content format for the future development

of informational' materials.

,.
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II. APPBOACB

The electronid media are only the most recent tool

of cdmmunication to be used in what has been an ongoing

effort to give information,to parents. In considering how

,

best to approach the development of materials for these'

newest media, it is relevant, therefore, to examine not only

the media themselves, but also the nature of other efforts

to inform parents, The questions that need to be addressed

relate to the information that is to be communicated, the

fdrm"in which*lt,is to be commgfticated, and the relationship,

if any, between the two. 'Are we seeking simply to communi-

cateja fix "body ot information in a new way, or is the
a

information itself changing as well 'as the means of trans-
.

mission? Further, does the-mode of cotmunication in any

way influence the information to be given, and, if. so, how?

Content

Two kinds of information have been disseminated

to parents: one kind puiports to be factual information

about child development; the second consists'of advice to

parents on how best to. raise children% 'These two, kinds

of information are often closely intertwined in t the

advice given to parents is directed toward implementin

the "facts" about child development Both kinds of in-'

fomation seek to influence the attittides and behavior of

parents toward a given end, namely, the achievement of

desired characteristics,or behvior of children. Materials



for parents, then, tend to, include information about chil ,)

dren, advice on how to translate this information into

child rearing practices, an&an underlying point of view

about the end result to be sought.

It is clear,thai throughout this .century there

h4ve been at various periods prevailing theories that have

dominated child development information and advice dis-

seminated to parents, and have influenced child-rearing

practices. These theories have been based'on research
for

studies.ind clinical findings, and here been set forth by'

the professional "experts" of the period: phyiicians,

educators, psychologists and psychiatrists. As a result,

a techncq.ogy, of child-rearing has evolved in this country

which lays claim to having a scientific base. InfoiMation

turns into prescription and parents are instructed that

certain behavior on their part will ensure'or avoid certain

outcomes in their children.

Despite the presumed scientific basis for recom-

mended child-rearing practices, 'child development theory

and research are, in fact, shaped in large measure by con-

temporary_ socill, attitudes, concerns And conditions. The

social climate appears to dictate what is needed or desired

in the child-product and the professionals set about evolving

a theory ?aid method for achieving it. Or to put it another

way, the,agenda formulated by the professional in child

development terms, stems in part from a perception of an

-3-
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agenda in soviet

clear y, the content of materials developed for
4

parents reflec s 4r1 agenda shaped by changing social values

as Well as n scientific findings-in child development.

In order to evaluate existing informatibnal materials and

to identif appropriate content for future materials, the

basic que tions to be answered are: What is the agenda?

Whose ag da it? For whom is the agenida intended? The

follow g'steps were taken in in effort to answer these

questions :

1. A survey of the popular literature for parents.

2, A review of contemporary scientific investiga-

tion into various aspects of child development.

3. Discussions with professionals involved in

current research or Whd are part of the academic,

scientific and fbundation communities that influence

opinion and policy. 0.
4, al

4. Discussions with people in government who

reflect pressure being brought to bear in the formula-
.

tion of public policy'
k

5, Visits to programs for parents. Discussions

P

with those people who are serving parents in a variety,

of ways and who are developing resources in response

to,identified parentIl, needs.

6. Discussions with parents and 'parent groups in

order)to learn what. parents themselves are experiencing
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'in their parental role, what they perceive their needs,-

to be, what kinds of materials.they would consider

useful or responsive to their needs.

r

Media'

InfOrmation for parents has been disseminated

through the print media in the foriat of books, articles and

pamphlets; through. interpersonal communication such as lec.-

tures, meetings and discussion groups; through the audio-
'

vi.sual'media such as film and most recently televisidn.; A

survey has been made of all three forms of communication,

with particular emphasis on the-electronic media. The focus

has been on identifying the extent to which thqse,,meia are

being used for parent information, the nature of the content

and the assets'and pitfalls to be found in existing audio-

visual techniques of conveying inforMation.



III. FINDINGS

Contemporary informational materials for parents

reflect the two agendas that have dominated pdient education

pince the 1930'a. There is growing evidence that a third is

unfolding. The first agenda is to promote the mental health

of the child; the second is to promote cognitive develop-
. t

-went. The third has not yet taken'form but relates to the,

still unanswered question of who will be doing the child

rearing in the coming decades. In an examination of ex-

isting materials it is possible to identify the way in which

these underlying objectives, or points of view about what

is desirable in childre:;L, influence bpth the child develop=

ment information and child-rearing adviCe given to parents.

Content 4

Central to all information about children is the

concept of stages or phases of development. As presented

to parents, there are three aspects to this concept: the

level of skills the child can be expected to have attained

at each "Age, the. kinds of behavior that are typicalat

. each stage, and recommended parental responses to bring

about desired results in either skills or behavior. In

effect, parents are given developmental norms against

which they may measure their own children and their own

competence as parents.' The intention, however, is also to

enable parents to understand better the behavior of their

children so that theylmay respond to 'them more effectively.



In materials for parents, this body of information is

generally organized either chronologically or thematically,

A
that is, according to the child's age or Around specific

behaviours of concerns of parents such as thumb sucking,

'toilet training or discipline. In either kind of presenta-

tion the underlying objective is tie critical factor, in

the selection of, Tnd emphasis on, particular facts,of child
. ,

4evelopment, and'in rjcommendations made for parental be-
.

havior.

14ental.health as the objective of child rearing,
A

reached its peak during the 1940's and '50's. This was the

period of the baby boom following World War II; a period

when home and familzy were highly valued; a period which

nurtured what has come to be known as the "feminine
,

mysiague", namely, the injunction t women to invest them-

selves in motherhood. It was also a period of increasing

affluence And retreat from social co cerns; a society

ready for a philosOhy of ndividua1 self-realization and

for the pursuit of happiness, The mental health objective

in child rearing embodied all of this and sought to cor-

rect in the children of that period the ills of develoOMent

, that had befallen the parent generation:,

'Information derived from this peiod reflects

the influence of psychoanalytic theories of personality

development and clinical findings relating to emotional

maladjustment. As presented to parents,' the focus is on

-7-
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the emotional growth of the child: the needs of the child

at each stage that must be met by the patents to insure 4'

that growth, recommendeb parental behavior to promote such

*growth, and, finally, prohibitions to parents about re-

sponses' on their part that would cause
,

dettimental effects

to the child. For example, information pertaining to the,

first stage of development pIades special emphasis on-the

infant's need to suck, advises patents to provide bpportu.1

nity for ample sucking and warns parents that frustrating

the need to a ck may cause later personality disturbances.

This kind of information has led to a number of consequences:
,

.

an excessl a eoccupation with the needs of the child, an

exagerated feel, g of responsibility for a child's be-

havior, self-blame,on the part of parents and consequent

feelings of guilt over problems in development. In addi-

,

timn, the dual emphasis on the normality of needs and the

dangers of frustration has left parents confused as toIlow

to respond taehaviors the* find objectionable. The idea

that behavioy is normal form given stage has been inter-

preted to mean that it is acceptable. Parents have come

to feel ,that they must either tolerate such behavior:or
4

respond in ware that will be damaging to the child. The

result has been a major pieoecupation with the ,subject of

discipline.

More recent materials for parents have attempted

to correct some of the'negative effects created by informa-'

-8- Jo
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tion based on personality theory. Newer materials stress

parental relmonsbiiity in establishing guidelines for

appropriate behavior. There, is a large body of materia''

devoted to instructing parents in liArious tJichniques of

getting children to behave ins desired ways without damaging

their personality development. However, there has been
.

little_eifort made to clarify for parents the basis of

their concerns, or the issues involved in their attempts

to resolve them. Despite modifications in specific content,

what remains of tAe mental health agenda is the idea that

parents are responsible for emotional adjustment, that they

can bring about specific outcomes through theirown be -,

havior, bhat there are, special techniques to be used for

-t his end, and that'parents are to blame. when things go

, wr:ong,
frN

lf the mental health agenda relate to the emo-

tional adjustment Of the child, the.agenda t t1 followed in

the 1160's and '70's related to what Kenneth Keniston

,calls the "intellectualization of the ch d". To qubie

Xenistoa further : ,41 believe that we are witnessing a,

growing-emphasis upon the child as a brain, upon the cul-
.

tivatioh of narrowly defined cognitive skill and abil-

ities..." Although the impetus for this deVelopment was
.

attributed to the demands of an increasingly techno'Lpgical

society with its need for scientific achievements, it was.

stimulated in particular by the "great society" philosophy

-9-



of the '60's ands its "'Iwao against poverty."

Willie the mental health agenda was directed at

middle and upper class parents, the cognitive development

agenda was directed at "culturally deprived" mothers. It

was a response to the growing social awareness of the period

that children of pOvertywere uneqUal to middle class
4

children in school success and therefore in their ability, .

4

'to compete.succepsfully in the market place later in life.

A theory wap formulated which held that culturally deprived'

children begin sch6o1 in an unequal condition due to the

absence of appropriate stimulation at home. The agenda for
. .

parent education-was to teach poverty Mothers how to stim-

ulate their Children and maximize their cognitive develop-

ment. One unhappy side effeCt of this plan was that its

impact was greatest on middle - class mOtheri (wilose children

were all madeJto watch Sesame Street) and they avidly took

on cognitive'development in,addition to emotional adjust-

ment as.their mandate for child rearing.

As information geared to emotional development

was influenced by pSychdanalytic findings, inform*tion' based

A

on cogniti developilent has been influenced by the studies

of reeear psycholoqistS. If the former is symbolized, by

the .writings of Benjamin Spock, the latter is epitomized by.

Burton White. Information for parents is Again presented!y

in terms of stages in development,- but here the emphasis is

on the abiltles of the chy.ciTShis capaCitY for learning at
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;pack stage, and the responsibility of the parent to provide

trland of ut at each stage that will maximize the

child's potentiAl to develop in all
.

tepeel

.

rowth inparticular. In this'approach the ,

as, his,in-

parent iS presented as.a teacher and is given an act

role in,fosterincidevelopment. In earlier mental ilea th

.
materials, the child's development is portrayed as unfolding,,

naturally if not damaged or interfered with by repressive 41;

.....;child-rearing methods. The newer approach presents the
.

child ailalPing innate abilities that will grew and deve/bp
0

only if properly stimulaied and respondedgto by the parents.

Again using the first stage of leg as an example, this view

emphasizes the infant's capacit4 to respond to visual and'

auditory stimuli, as well as the role of such stimuli in
.0,

the :child's learning, and tells parents Whi h materials and

methods, of interacting with the child will rovide those

stimuli. Ififiration for parents,based on cognitive de-

vekment differs fr the, mental health agenda in that it

4

4.

.._ .

,,.values different characteristics in the child. However, it
,

i
a

isksimilar.in that it is child focused, holds the parent
7

onsibl for the child's development and carries the

implicit judgment that the parent is to blame for the

chlliVs.taillres%, A major effect of such information on

parents has been' a preoccupation with cognitive skills at
!I.

ever earlier ages'as a measure of success -- their own as

& well'as their children's. Such a focUs often acts to the
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detriment of other aspects of developiene, leaVing parents,

bonfused and guilty.

/ It is clear that existing information for parents,

no matter What its underlying viewpoint, makes the explicit

or implicit .demand that ak major portion of parentalAtithe'

and energy be Aevoted tochild rearing. Theories of child

development with attending recommendati,ns or,paren s all

point to significant parental involvem-ot in order o arrive

at a successful outcome. Yew tisti f m '-nt re-

search, such-as the study called can Families" just

completed by the Harvard MIT Joint Center Urban Studies,
A

show that growing numbers of,mothers with pre chnol

children now work. The predicitions are that thi is'a

trend' which will .continue.

As, a result .of t

intenC, Widespread de
(.

can still fulfill fhe'.motfiering role for, their children.

'At'ane.end of the ()Pinion spectrum is the attitude that
. .

mothers of Wants and young children, who work full time,

actually forfeit .their mothering role to the principal care-

trend, there ist Pr ent an

er whether, working mothe

take'i of their child. Those wire) study mother-child Lads

and form learning theories 'based on their observations,

contend that the first three years of life are so crucial

-for, the child's cognitive develtopment, as well as for his

,emotional stability, that the moter'stotal attent,on and

bipeds needed for her child's maximum development. At
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the other end of the spectrum is the group that contends it

is the quality, not the quantity of time the mother spends

with her infant or pre-schooler that counts. Between these

extremes is the idea that She mother need's a substantial

amount of "protected time" with her infant for his best,

interest and hers. Wbile,tpis is a serious requirement,

it does not necessarily preclude work out bf the home for

the mother.

Now, as in the past, research studies in child

development'are.being used as the basis'of advice to parents

',on the desirability of various child-rearing practices. At

the moment, however, these studies point in opposite-direc-
,

tions and are serving to intensify the conflict women are

experiencing with, regard to their maternal role. Perhaps

becaUse of the unresolved nature of this conflict, current

inforhation for parents is heavily focused on pregnalicy

and. the neonatal per A woman's pregnancy and the

early months after childbirth are not at issue and there-,

fore not as emotionally laden as the question later as to

whether she should return to work. Informatilon about child-

birth seems "safe", fiee of the debate over ternal role.

,Yet even such information.idinva iably based on

a point cif view about what is good in children and leads

inevitably in a specific direction. For example, much

information today is aimed at creating a particular child-

birth atmosphere and involves themove toward midwifery,

-13-
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.birthing rooms f4spitals and home births. These proce-

dures are advOCated in part to promote bonding bptween
.

.

mother' and child,, and Oerive from the work)of_Kennell and

Klaus among oiherS. *dies show that increased opportu-

nity fir mothers to be clpseto their newbbrns stiMulates

;-t

the attachment 'between thtm;. this increased early contact,

leads to _a reduction of liter mothering, disorders and to

babies who cry less,1103ilp Morel'and have more rapid cogni-
, 10.-

tive development. Women -appear to be `sold on this idea

based on the4informatibt that it is "good for the baby."

The paradox,,hoWever, is that women who expect to return

to work are using childbirth methods that will promote

attachment to their children and are thereby intensifying

their own potential for"6Aflict and distre'ss.

The attempt to resolve conflicts about child

rearing both for women,an4 society at large, hgs led to a

major concern with alternativechild care. Perhaps be-

cause of our recent,history of child-focused child rearing,

. information about this lesuekispresented in terms of what

will damage, or what is good r children. There are some

.studies that seem to suggest hat good day care has child

rearing results that are better than home care: For example,

Irving Lazaar at CornellrUniversity describes a study which

demonstrates that goOd day care. is good for children.

Findings show that the"day care children "are more coopera-

tive, less fussy, less fearful, more verbal, not introverted,

A
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interactioeter with peers,, less averse to dirt, and their

mothers, interact more* with them than home reared children."
.1

The assumption' here is that theie-areithe most important

things for children to be learning at this stage in their

lives.

' An as yet unpublished study by Alison Clarke-Stewart

correlates the behavior of.children with the type of child

care received, on a scale from total maternal care to. total

day care. Preliminary analysis 'shows more social behaviors

itip day care children. Such children are more cooperative

i.e. better at taking turns, working on projects with peers,

and are more interested in other people. The children in

#

this study' were rated by observers who were asked among

other things to identify the children they would like to

take home. There was a high correlation between the chil-
I

dren picked and day care'. Studies of this kind are being

used to prove that day care is an alternative to maternal

care represeas,a4positive good for children. Here, too,

the underlying assumption is that early social behavior

is desirable, and there is little attention to-what else

we value that.might be sacrificed in the process.

The whole question of %4io will raise young chil-

dren and hoi;', is not generally being discussed in terms'

of the plusse's and minuses inherent in the variety of

possible child taring arrangements. Instead, the issue

has been politicized by pressure from the women's movement

-15i! 7



for government supported day care, and information is being
t

Used in support of one or another position. In fact,

advocacy Is an important theme in current information for

parents and draws on the concept of "parenting in an un-

responsive society." This point of view encourages parents

to.look outsidhof themselves in order tAnderistand the

difficulties they are facing, to identify the failures of

society to Support parents in their.role, and to become

politically active in pursuit olf,such support,

Zt is still an open question which viewpoint, if

hilY, Kill be effective in influencing public policy with
---

regard' to child care. Zn private conversaticip, some re-
.

searchers acknowledge that current research is being designed

to show tI)e positives for child development in day care.

Theie is a feeling of pessimism in many quarters about

alternative. solutions, based on the belief that our society

is not geared to provide benefits for women who stay home

to raise children since this, role is not highly endWgh

'valued. Some groups are looking toward co porate respon-

sibility and involveient in such solutiots as on-the-job

child care facilities, flex-time, time off for fathers as

well as mothers and other kinds of supports for family

life. Still anotheisresearch trend is to look at hulhan,

development 'over a broader time frame and thereby take the

pressure off the early years of life as the detelminants
le

of ultimate outcome. None of these inputs, however, has



been decisive in shaping a dominant viewpoint for child

rearing in the coma decade.

In the mea41100, existing materials for parents

do not address their deepest concerns and often reinforce

their conflicts. An unpublished study by the Erikson

Institute, of information being given to parents in the

popular women's magazines, suggests that such information

is focused on the physical needsof children, how to be an

advocating parent, how to pick a school, and instructs

mothers to "trust your(own impulses" about everything else.'

A further.conclusion is thit "supermom" is alive and

capable of having jbb, husband, baby and succeeding at all

three. In fact, women increasingly are becoming convinced

that such is not the case, and are seeting'clarification

and'support in establishing priorities.

'Discussions with those who work with parents, and

mothers themselves, in many parts of the country, reveal a

number of common - themes., There is a strong wish to do what

is best for one's children but considerable confusion about

what that Means or how to accomplish it. As a result,

parents experience a great deal of anxiety about whether

they are doing a good job. There is a hunger bn the'part

jaf women to feel Lepse of professionalism in motherhood.

This is especially true of women who have delayed child

rearing in order to start a career. But it is also true

of many other owmen who are seeking ways to legitimize

-17-
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their wish to stay'heme - -.at least for a time and raise
4.

t

their children without feeling that they re "selling out"

.their new foundIreedam. Finally, there is a need for an
, . 4

emotional' support system to help parents deal with the,

anxiety ,they Teel about their competence as parents and the-
feelings aroused(by child. care. )To answer the wish for pro-,

fessidnalism and the need for support a major trend around

the country is the development of parents self-help groups.

Many such groups express a distrust and disenchantMent wAh

professionals and existing information for parents as

rie
promoting guilt and failing to m t-their needs. However;

1.;1 attempting to develop ihei Own curriculum and materials,

they often 'unirittingli adopt the agenda of others.

Media

The audio-4sUal media are like. the print media
.

in reflectidg prevailing trends in parept education and

/-
child-rearing practides, There appear to be certain

problem4, however; 'that are specific. tp thew use of the

electronic medi; for communication. The.most striking of

these is the split between the technology and the message.

There appears to be a lack in understanding how to use

audio-visual media to teach abobt child development and

parent concerns, The Footsteps series and some of Alvin

Fieringts films are among the few exceptl.ohs..

rvimplified terms, there are two general.formats

that don't.work, In one the message is clear but gets ho

A



help from the media. Films such as the EDC Brazelton neo-

natalasseasmenticaleslOoklikehomemovies,The material '

/is-fascinating, but carries the whole weight Of ths com-

munication with no help from the superior technology now

available. The other format common among educatiOnalfilms

on yolghl children is one in which mediate qgique is ex-

.ceilent? but is not used in such a way as' to communicate

the message intended. There are films made by good camera

men using top quality eqUipmentin whitti the cameramen, and

thetefore their films, lack a point of view. Visual ma-

terial that needs organiiatioh at much ab a written essay,
,

is left more or less formless. As'a result, neither the

.viewerts eyee or mind ii focused. Some films try to correct

this by Adding a bland,,,often preachy over'voice, as in

"Mainstreaming ITechniqu4s." This overvoice has added pit-

falls demonitrated byMtGraw Hill's "Child" series where

there aFe occasions whe the overvoice and the action simply

don't match.

Depending on an overvoice is not the wort that
. 1

f

Can happen wher(the media and the message aren't WilifUlly .

,

meshed. he medium c2Innot only fail to Serve the message,

it an actually confus it by selection and juxtaposition
1

Of images. The resultlis often hidden messages not on'tfie

agenda of those vhose.urpose is to communicate specific

ideas one information. For example, in the visually beauti-

ful Time-Life flit, "Rbck-a-bye Baby", you are left with a .

I
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frightening seqUence of associartions surely not intended.

Starting with the importance of mother/infant interactions,

the filmofith the Harlow monkey studies, moveston to meter-

nal deprivation, resulting atypical behaviors, violence and

. lobotomy.

The hidden message is a particular danger in the

dramatic format where storyline and charadter portrayal

. invite identification and judgments by the viewer. Ofteh

the stork ends up making a different oint than was stated.

In the Footsteps TV series' 'Queen, r a Day", the stated

theme is .a child's need to assert his or her identity.

The unstated meaSage, however, is that children are paying

the'price fox social changes such A's working mothers. A .

further message is ,that with tWo working parents it is .tt

.dother who gives up her chance for a by-lihe in order to

meet her child's needs. These are important questions for

_parents fio consider, but th.e existing format does nqt in-

vite or Allow for such consideration.

At the present time the ability of parents to use

audio-visual mAtefiAls for their own information is.severely

limited, Films Are next to impossible for an individual to

obtain. They are difficult to locate and expensive to rent,,

,not to mention the need for projection facilities in order

to see them. Television, both public and commercial, is

just beginning towprogtam for parents, and like TV pro-

gramming generally, is uneven; superb at itp best, unbe-
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lievably bad at its worst. IThe new Phil Donahue series,

"Look At Me" attempts to 4use some of the Sesame Street

4

techniques such as puppets and attention ge;ting devices.

The result is programs that are atfijumble and appear to-be

directed at children rather than their parents. Although

two of the consultants on this series represent the best in-

put in the Chicago area, they were involved/only to the

point ,of being shown scripts. Discussions with them re-

vealed great embarrassment on their part about,the outcome.

The most promising development on the horizon is ,

the explosion of'cable facilities with theit demand for

materiali'and limitless opportunity to provide viewers with

may kinds of materials. At the moment, cable, systems such

as Qube have both an instructional, courses-for-credit

channel as well,ss a channel for more general informational
7--

_materials. There appears to be room here for innovation

and experimentation.
4
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CONCLUSIONS

There _are a number of conclusions to be drawn from

our survey of existing information for parents:

1. All child rearing theories have as their goal

*
a certain kind of child. The very concept, of child develop-

ment implies movement toward a particular end: namely, the
ti

adult perSon. The chaActeristics of personality and be-

havItor deemed important by society at any given time in-

fluence our concept of the "good" child. The kind of child

rearing recomMended is directed at cultivating particular

characteristics in the child, and later in the adult. The

'problem is that while this is a question of values, it is

presented to parents as a matter of fact.

This is 'well illustrated by the unfolding

agenda of the 1980's. A,profound change in our society

is that mothers will no longer be available as primary

caretaker The only viable alternative appears to be

that children in increasing numbers will, be cared for in

some form of group setting. Since the human species is

adaptive it is not surprising that children develop early

the social skills that enable them to survive and flourish

.

in such/a setting, These Skillsare then valued because

theY meet the needs of the kind of society that is evolving.

Researchrs find that day care (as an example) fosters

social behaviors and parentS are told that day care is good

for children. , A new "fact" has been added/4child develop-

- -22-
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went information, but this "fact" has less to do with chil7

dren than with the reorganization of our social system.

Perhaps this is part of an evolutionary' process necessary

for the iturvivals.of a society, but if parents are to be

truly informed they need to be made aware of the values

implicit in the choices they make for themselves and their

children. It is only in this way that they can be partiCi-
/

pants in shaping their children's future.

2. Valuei influence norms. To continue our

former example, if early social skills are vAlued the child

who develops these skills more slowly, or who is less

social, is considered deviant. This creates a feeling of

failure in the parent and produces increasing pressure on

4' the child to conform to the social norm. The question

arises as to whether our emerging child-rearing methods
p

will allow for A broad range of individdal differences in

development and If we can continue to value a variety of

hdman characteristics. These are questions that *eed to .

be raised As part of informational materials provided for

parents.

4. 3. Inforpation about children is not adequately

differentiated from prescriptions for parental response.'

nisi; largely because so much' information is presented in

terms of children's needs. If babies need stimulation,

parents are told it is "good" for them to receive it and
4
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are ins ed in the method of, providing,)it. The implica

tion is first, that to be a '"good" parent one must do %hat

is prescribed as "good" fdr the baby, an& second, that there

is a "right way" to do it. 'This apptoach creates anxiety

in parents/about whether they are adequately meeting their,

child's needs and narrows the focus of their attention to
4-

specific behaviors instead of freeing them to interact

spontaneous,* with their child. Fin*lly, the connection

iade between ihildren's needs and parental responses sug-
S '

Bests that the parent does and should have a high degree
T

of responbibilityfor inecontrol,ovet the outcome in their

child. Parents feLfitt. is ihpir fault if the prescription

. A..

. 1
doesn't work.

4. Much of the information for parents dbes not

help them feel successful. There appear to be several

reasons for this, One is that the negative feelings

aroused by the behaviorof children are rarely addressed
4

or clarified. Parents .often believe that "bad" feelings

make thdm "bad" parents. Secondly, too -often those who

provide information are attempting to use the parent to

carry out their own goals and ideas. Paren are not
.

helped to function iippendently -- to bec me autonomous

but are left in the position of attempting to implement

advice that may have little to 'do with their own -aims or

Values. Finally,'" success most often derives from the
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freedom both to experiment anted' tt4 fail'. The prescriptive

nature of the inarmation parents receive and the feeling

of responsibility for the o16ame,interfere with such

freedom. ,

4700

5. The audio- visual media in particular are

vulnerable to the communication of hidden messages and to

distortions of content. Those interest-CU in:providing

educational and supportive services,to par'ents through

the audio-visual Media cannot be successful bysimply

acting as consultants. They must` follow the material to
01

completion, either as produCers or as fully'involved mem-

bers of a team,that bellWes'not only in the importance
4

of then content, but also ih the, power of the media to

facilitate or distort.

I
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V. gECIRMMENDATICNS'

We are interested in designing 'audio-vilkal ma-

terials for parents that will "nurture the nurturers ", tOwAft*

use a phrase from T. Berry Brazelt9n,. To accomplish this

,

goal, such materials should add tomparents' knowledge about
4

their children and themselves, enable them to formulate their

own values a d purposes, and thereby instill a feeling of
. .

.confidenCe in their own competence as' parents.

As we have indicated, all inforiation stems from

a point of view . It is important that our own point of view

be made clear and open for discussion, and that we avoid
-

higewmesaages -- either intended or unintended. Our ma-
,

terials will be based on the concept of an interdependent

human community and willseek to illuminate the interactive

nature of human development and experience.

-Content

0 Fist it is important to identify what is actually

known through*direCt obtervatioil about infants and young

children, and generally acc ed to.be true. That infants

call see more than just a shadow at birth is arexample on,a

gener.illy accepted piece of information.' It is also impor-

tagt to identify theories of growth and development: those

theories based on serious study, those based on cultural

bias and those that are largely personal prejudice. Infor-

mation about child development will be presented free of

suggestparental interventions and advice about parental

responses. The approach will be to help parents khoW more

4
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about what children are like, rather than.to instruct them in

childreit's heeds. We will be identifying the wants, feeling,

and learning patterns of otAer human beings with whom parents

live and about whom they care deeply.

There is a steadily growing body of knowledge about'

infants drawn from direct observation and,-follow-up studieb.

This research has changed our perception of infants by

giving us new information about how they actually function

in mind and body; what they see, what they hear and chat

they do. She research studies of such people as Darnel Stern,

Peter Wolfe, John H. rentell and T. 'ferry Brazelton, have
. -

helped us identify the'infant's capacity for partnership with

a primary caretaker. The newborn infant's ability to inter-

act has been observed and richly recorded in research films

such as Dr. Stern's mother-infant studies. This observed

partnership between infant and mother changes in the deepest

way our old view of babies as passive receive Infants
, i

also-havevomething to give, and appahlintly the experience

of reciprocity plays an important part in emotional, social,

cognitive and even physical growth.
4 .

What this new information about human infants may

utlimatelv mean for our child - rearing, practices Ard to our
7

society remains to be "seen. But if carried from our be-

havior with infants into our relations with toddlers and

older childrenl, it might mean a move away from the confron-

tation and power struggles between parents and children that

giow in part out of our, old idea that learning must be im-
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posed from "the outside. One way to find out just how

ant our new knowledge can be,' is to share it with all

new parents in a wat.that will increase their interest in

and enjoyment of their newborn infantt- and that will'help

them to have this experience of partnership with their baby

from the very beginning.

Most people would agree that children want' physi-

cal, social and emotional security. They want protection,

help in being acceptable to their parents and their society,

and they want affection. We might-Add to this list that
4

children want their parents' approval and rebpect. They

want to learn from their parents.. They want to please their

parents. Or, put in ierms)of soci4iology, children want

,to survive.

In addition to leerrliig from their parent or care

giver, children want the opportunity to explore and create,

to follow their own interests. Children, in a sense,,have
r

their own business, with the world. They have a drive to

explore and experiment, and plans about how to do this

which are worthy,of our attention and respect. What this

mean for parents` is' that they pre not responsible for all

of t eir child's.learning. Every child is able to and wants

to take a great deal of responsibility for his or her own.

learning. Children are neither empty xeceptacles, nor blank

Pages, but are interactingOrganisms from birth:

Children have a full gAmut of emotions. They feel

rage, love, fear, frustration, irritation, impatience, bore-

dome, disappointment, pride, grief, loneliness, helplessness,

4
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hopelessness, happiness and joy as they move through the

Preschool years. It is important to recognize these feelings

and their corthection to the resulting behavior that children

exhibit such as wild excitement and laughter, tears and tan-

trums, or withdrawn and silent periods. Often it is. possible ,

to understand what caused the feelings. But whether t

causes are known or not, parents respond to the behavi rs

according to whether they want to encourage or discourage

them. If they 'are not sure or donPt care, that, too, re-

sults.in a. response. In any case, the nature and quality

of these responses is a central area for discussion and

awareness. When problems, arise in teaching desired be-

havior and in communication between parent and child, they

are usually generated by feelings, which are of intense
)0,

concern, therefore, to boVx children and their parents.

Children learn by imitation, repetition and ex-

perimentation., Whi30 learning the tasks. of each develop-
,.

mental stage, children progress unevenly. Mastery takes

time and repetition. It is now generally understood that

there is.a wide spectrum of maturational timing that lies

within the norm, that there are different types of infants,

and that personal styles must also be considered. The

point we would emphasize is that every child, while following

general developmental, paths, learns in ways that are dif-

ferent from every other child.

Also, children learn ail the time from their eh-
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vironment. As Marilyn M. with puts it, "Children's minds,

at least in the beginhingido npt have ,an on and off button

like the light in the refrigerator." There is no fear that

"...their minds will stay turned of until we open the door

with a planned intellectual experien.ce;", So parents need-

\ not feel ,that they have to acquire special techniques and

57i

expensive toys, or that thellomust make complicated plans

to stimulate their Child's learning.

The environment is.rich in -opportunities for.

pagent'and child, It is in the minutia-of daily living,

which often'seems so agonizingly ripetitious and unin-

Ispirin(7 to new4mOthers,that the greatest learning and

teaching Qrtunities exist. The minutia of,daily rou-

,tinbs are tranamitters'of vililes; It is in the ex-

changes that take place around childcare and home making

that children Can' begin to learn about -'the subtler human

experiences such as'empathy, intimacy; re,otiation and

social problem solving.

In terms'of the :physical environment, cAlldren are

learning to use their senses, leis more important to see,

hear, touch, ameli.and taste. than to learn the alphabet,

since it is.on this senstial,base that all capacity for in-
,

I telligent thought must. ,Children love symbols and willr
...

,

1

.

move rapidly enough towards them. But without a real knowl-

elge of the apple, the A will have no flavor.

We wuld seek ways to sharpen parents' awareness



.of the value of what the are doing when they let their

,
\toddler stand oft a chair at theisink 'to wash the fruit, or

*answer his questions, and ways to enhancepgrents' pleasure

as they enrich their children's enjoyment and knowledge of

the world. Railing a young child is like having an enthu-

siastic foreigner around one's own beloved places. Every

parent has that opportunity with their child.

If we focus on observations of the processes of

infant maturation, and resist applying judgments or giving

advice tp parents, the behavior of preschool children can

show us what they want, what they feel and what they are

learning. This can be invaluable inTormation for the

parent. As an illustrationegtere is a sample of three year

old behavior observed in a child study center.

Two children were rocking-in a rocking boat in

close enjoyment, making eye contact, laughing and helping

each other rock. A third child stood several yards away

with a small mop. 'After watching for a few seconds he

walked over to tap first one child and then the other on

the head with his mop. This produced loud screams of

protest mixed with laughter. The boy with the mopran
1 , 0

away sinde the screams were ones of protest, but all three

children were smiling.- After about a minute, he reap-
.

geared. This tithe when he tapped the first child there

was diflerent result. That boy didn'tlaugh or scream.
(

Instead, he'grabbed thp mop,vigorous,ly trying to get it
JI
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GO,'away. .The smile left the face of the child with the, m

However, he managed to hold onto it and moved over to tap

the other child on the head. The girl,et out a commiunica-

tive whine of protest, but did not even turn around to look.

So the mop boy left and didn't return. Instead, he stood

in the doorway of the adjoining room, isolated and unsmiling.

A little girl started to move past him. He waved the mop

at her, making a threatening face. However, he made no

attempt to touch her. She ran away, then turned back from
4

a.safe distance to stare. The mop boy put the handle of,the

mop in Its mouth. Holdingkit there, he moved off towards

the teacher- AS ough to get help, comfort, or both.

Before getting into a discussion of what an adult

could =should do about this child's behavior three ques-

tions can be asked; What did he want? What did he feel?

What did he learn.? Although interpretations of behavior are

subjective.t,one could say that the boy with the mop wanted

to be recognized and responded to by his peers. He felt

laisappointed by the results of his efforts. He learned that

hitting with the mop did not get him connected to others in

any lasting or pleasurable way. Whatever your conclusions,

they would influende.the'wey you would teach him to ,live

moie successfully witiv pis peers.

One might also call this behavior bad, anti-social,

oqtaggressive. This would reflect other adult values that

e might be considered crucial. But if the goal was to help
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a preschool child develop social skills, it would be more

effective-to address One real concerns of the child. What-

ever the values or perSonal style of the parent, greater

understanding of the meaning of preschool children's be-
.

havior can lead to greater success in achieving adult goals.

In attempting to help parents learn what their

children are it is crucial that)we keep in mind what

parents are like; What do they want?. 'What do they feel?

How do they learn?

Parents wat their children to be successful in

mastering the various developmental tasks before them. At

thesame time, they want their, children to behaVe in ways

that they as parents, and that those close to them find

acceptable. They aremade anxious by,' and worry about many .

of the behaviors of children that are expressions of the ---

maturational proces.s.l While educators would like parents

to. understand these behaviors, parents are cooking for ways

to **do something" about the behavior. Most often the

judgments ISArents make of children's behavior are suppdrted

by the social environment in which they live. iXt is very

difficult for a pftret to see things from'a child's point

of view when as a paent, one is held responsible for the

,child's behavior,.

Parents ern best in the same way that children,

learn beat; by staring whim they, are. To help 'parents

learn the child's
/
po nt of view, We must begin with their

-33-
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point of viiie.as parents; what are their objectives for

their children, what are their hopes, their angers and

frustrations. It is'only.when parents feel understood,

when their own experience is given validity, that they can

move on to consider the experience of.their children.

Our goal is to provide a forum for both points of

view .parents' and children's, and to demonstrate that it

is in the interaction of these two points of .view that

learning and development take plade.

Media

Since we want the media to se e our purpose,

not subvert it, we propose to begin with a fairly simple

format! Each program will have two parts and will begin
. . .

with a film or.films concerning, children. These films

will be of infants and children interacting with their

human and.phYsical environment. Each film, will,be approx-

imately three minutes in length. A small group of parents

will watch the film along with the home audience and will

then paiticipate in a discussion of what they have seen.

The group discussion will be led by a trained group leader

with a broad knowledge of child,development and parental

concerns. This format can be tried'in half hour and hour

units.

Our goals will be;

1. To teach child development through the films
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and the discussions they stimulate..

2. To provide,a forum for airing and clarifying.

the feelings aroused by the behavior of children.

3. To help parents become aware of the role their

ow,n goals and values play in their responses to- their

children. 4

films shown will focus pn the interactions of

infants and young children witheir parents, with other

adulp, with the phys4.cal environment and with'each other.

We would present these interactions as short, audio-visual

vignettes.' They would be naturalistic rather than acted.

The boy with the mop is an example of a possible vignette.

Each one would form a small dramatic whole having some kind

of suspense And resolution, surprise, or clearly demonstrated'

point. They would be intimate vignettes showing small

events and small concrete details. They would reflect ffhe

characteristic minutia of living with young children:

what bh.tldren are actually like As they interact with their

surroundings.

This material would enable us.to teach child de-

velopment in a non-didactic fashion throeugh consideration

and discussion of familiar child behaviors., The vignettes

would be chosen specifically to provoke discussion, among

the parents in the studio.

As well as provoking meaningth dis:ussion among

parents, the interaction vignettes would enable us to use-
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the media to serve' the content in other more purely techni-
.

cai ways; For instance, vividtclose-ups of concrete ob-

jects, particularly familiar objects, are visually attention

getting. Also, interactions are inherently dramatic and

hold attention if well chosen. So, too, the clothes and

artifacts surrounding preschool children tend to be in'clear,

bright colors that catch the eye and give'pleasure. And, of

course, for most people pictures of babies and children enterT

.tain.

this format of'short films and discussion

we will be trying out a number of ideas. For example, in

order to make thp prOgram as responsive as poStible to

parent interests we might slowly collect a library of these

short interactions. The home audience could refer back to

them by phone or mail, asking for a rerun. Likewise, the partici-

pants in a discussion group could be reminded.ofa vignette

they had previously seen and request it on the spot as

relevant to their discussion. Since the interaction films
, -

:will be for the most part under three minutes, both-of these

options should be possible.

In addition, we might accumulate a collectioriof

. short films ,about different aspects of development that

we could offer if the'discussion seemed to suggest it. For

example, a demonstration of the,Brazelton newborn assess-

ment scale could be offered within the context of a dil-

cussion and perhaps shown at the end of chat program. Like-
. . .
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wise, if parents wanted more7spe*ific information about

some area of development we could make or buy a film to

add to our audiovisual library. (5f course, this kind of

control by the-audience will become more possible as the

technology becomes more available.

,,Ather idea that interests, us might be called

comparative development. Instead of following a set path

from birth on up through the ages and stages, we would move

back and forth in time ith our interaction mini-dramas.

If we were showing an in enaction bet4een a two year old

and his mother we might compare this to a vignette showing

a newborn, a six week old baby, or a five month old inter-

acting with his or her mother. We could then consider what

ingredients were the same and what had Changed in the de-

velopment of the child that made the interactions different.

Infant /parent interactions could serVe as.a ref -

erence point since infants take us back to so many of the

basics in human interaction. They would illustrate such

pos As the difference in timing between adult and.child.

We could show the infant'selength of attention, how long

it takes, for him to responeto'some advance of his mother's,

and what make'him turn away. ' This could serve as a way of

illuminating toddler behavior and of understanding some of

the conflicts that arise between parent and child.

As we work.out these ideas and others, our guiding

principal will be to convey information withoutusing a
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didactic format. We wouldlik, to .create a learning envi-

ronment where interaction''Okld take place on all levels.

Media would be responsive to the subject pf child rearing.

Parelts would respond to media by learning to use them in

ways that would express and pursue parental interests. And

we would respond *to parents by learning from them more about

learning and teaching with modern technology.
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